About The Chronicle
The Chronicle of Higher Education is a premier resource for educational news directed
at college and university faculty and staff. The online version includes access to the
weekly print publications as well as daily news. Browse publications from January 6,
1995 or search issues from 1989 on. The Chronicle of Higher Education also includes
access to

•

The Chronicle of Philanthropy - a newspaper focusing on the nonprofit sector,
articles available since October 1997

•

Arts & Letters Daily - an index to articles on culture and ideas, updated 6 days a
week

•

The Chronicle Review – a weekly special section with a forum for opinions,
essays and commentary

•

Chronicle Careers – provides news, advice, and a forum to explore topics
regarding work in academia, also designed for job seekers

•

The Almanac – A summary of the nation’s higher education with five divisions:
An Overview, Students, Faculty & Staff, Resources, and Institutions. Data can
also be viewed from The 50 States & the District of Columbia. The earliest
edition available online is 1995-96.

Features that May Interest You:
•

Do you want to browse a favorite column
in The Chronicle? Click here. Columns
include Architecture & Facilities, The Fund
Raiser, Mascot Watch, Ms Mentor and
more.
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•

Visiting the Guide to the Site may be another alternative for you if you like to
browse.

•

RSS Feeds are available of the “Daily News”, “News Blog”, “The Wired
Campus”, “Chronicle Careers News & Advice” and additional job search feeds.

•

Set up email alerts or email newsletters for Job Alerts in Higher Education,
Philanthropy Careers, Philanthropy Today, the Community-College Newsletter,
and Wired Campus Newsletter. CHE also offers a twitter feed and a
customizable web page.
•

Visit The Almanac for interesting topics such as
“Attitudes and Characteristics of Freshman” and
“Average Salaries of Full-Time Faculty Members
2007-2008”
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•

Try the Advanced Search in Chronicle Careers to limit by position type,
discipline/field, state/region, or institution.

Searching
Basic Search
Motivational leadership student life
It will bring up articles that have ANY of the words
listed, but the results will be sorted by relevance.

Advanced Search
• allows you to choose date limitations e.g. search a specific year, or search the
past 7 days etc.
• allows you to match to any word or to all words
• allows you to sort results by relevance or date
• allows you to search specific categories or all categories e.g. Jobs, People,
Events etc.
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To search for a phrase, use quotation marks e.g. “motivational leadership”.
Note: Special characters will not work within quotation marks.

A plus sign + in front of a word or phrase indicates that it must appear in the search
results.
“University of California” solar +merced
Merced must appear in the results and “University of California” OR solar

A minus sign –in front of a word or phrase indicates that it must not appear in the
search results.
“University of California” basketball -

A tilde (~) in front of a word or phrase will search for synonyms or related terms.
~tenure e.g. This searches for tenure and security.

An asterisk (*) is used as a truncation symbol to broaden the results.
e.g. educat* will retrieve educator, educators, education, educational

For additional examples, see Search Tips from The Chronicle.

S. Davidson, UC Merced
May 2009
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